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The woman who wasn’t afraid to think outside of the (doll) box 

There she filmed her daughter and herself playing with dolls 

Exploring worlds from their minds through dolls 

As she could not afford new dolls and accessories, she made her own 

She posted them in YouTube, hoping to find 

What she thought was her family from afar 

Not knowing how many people she would soon inspire 

There was a child known for her imaginative mind 

Filled with stories that wanted to gush out like air from a bursting balloon 

She looked into her toy box, hoping to find 

What she felt was missing 

But found nothing 

She thought if what's missing wasn't there, then it could not be anywhere 

The child felt hopeless about her lack of doll accessories 

And filled her mind with frustration 

Along with thoughts that felt like holding water using a spoon with holes 

She looked into the endless depths of the internet, hoping to find 

What she felt was missing 

And found something 

A YouTube channel called MyFroggyStuff 

She thought if what's missing was there, then it could not be here too 

 

 

 

The creator behind the account was Latoya Moore-Broyles 

An artist that created new with stuff laying around her house like a magician pulling a rabbit out 

of a hat 

The child ran to her desk and tried to recreate what Latoya made, hoping to find 

What she felt was missing 

An opportunity to brings one's imagination to reality 

She thought if what's missing was there, then it also could be here 

There the child had a realization 

While being to hold her finished handmade doll accessory 

That were made with the help of Latoya, she saw 

What she thought was missing 

Was found 

Just like Latoya when you can't find what you're looking for in the box 

Then one must think outside of the box 

“Happy Crafting!” 


